STEM Trainer / Teaching Assistant / LEGO Education Trainer (Part Time)
Trumptech Digital Education Services Limited
Kowloon Bay
Posted on 21-Apr-21

Job Highlights

Conduct STEM related workshops / programs
Hands on teaching Mico:bit, Lego Education, STEM
HK$150-500/hours, Extra bonus, Gain valuable exp

Job Description

What do you need to do?
- To conduct STEM related workshops/programmers for students and teachers (programme materials & training will be provided)
- To support in STEM-related events and competitions
- Fresh graduate is welcomed

What do you need for this position?
- Higher Diploma or above, Major in Science, Mathematics, Computing, Engineering or related equivalent is preferred
- PT/FT teaching experience is preferred
- Familiar with products such as micro:bit, Lego Education EV3, WeDo 2.0, Arduino etc is preferred
- Coding experience/knowledge in Scratch, Python, Javascript, App Inventor, etc is a plus
- Good communication and presentation skills (oral and written) in Chinese and English
- Have strong passion in teaching and engaging with children
- Outgoing personality, responsible, flexible, proactive, and positive

What do you reward from this position?
- Competitive hourly rate: HK$150-500 per hour (subject to experience)
- Gain teaching experience during your employment
Interested parties please e-mail your full resume with present and expected salary by clicking "Apply Now"

The information provided by applicants will be used for employment-related purpose only. All applications will be treated in strict confidence and used exclusively for recruitment purposes. The company will retain the applications for a maximum period of 6 months.

Additional Information

Employment Type
Internship, Part Time

Job Function
Education > Teacher
Education > Tutor / Instructor
Others > Student / Fresh Graduate / No Experience

Company Overview

Trumptech, founded in 1996, is one of the leading educational technology companies in Hong Kong.

Since 2006, we start providing STEM Education with quality learning and teaching resources to schools in Hong Kong, Macau and China to enhance learning effectiveness.

As an Official LEGO® Education Partner and an authorised reseller since summer 2019, Trumptech has developed a range of Solutions for pre-schools, primary and secondary schools. Upholding the principle of learning through play, we assist each and every teacher to deliver confidence-building and engaging training, bringing the classroom to endless possibilities and developing the students with holistic skills.

To cope with our rapid expansion, we are looking for high calibre candidates to join our dynamic team!

To know more about our Company, please visit our website: https://www.trumptech.com

Additional Company Information

Industry
Education